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As the rapid development of information technology in recent years, the
information management technology is widely used. At the same time, there is a higher
demand for the party construction. Under the background of information age, advanced
computer network technology has been applied to the information management of party
construction, to enhance the level of information management of party construction and
improve the efficiency of the party work, to provide convenient to manage party affairs
management work. The party affairs management system of the Revenue Department
designed in the dissertation is for this demand.
At first, this dissertation combed the related party affairs management system's
theory knowledge, its background and its significance and presented the current
research situation at home and abroad. On the basis of comprehensive investigation and
comprehensive analysis, we have done the system requirements analysis using the UML
tools, to determine the main function of this system. The system mainly includes the
party members' basic information, membership applicant information archiving, flow
organization relationship transfer, dues' pay, news, and other special daily activities.
According to the relevant module partition of software engineering principles to the
design of the module, in the concrete development process mainly adopts Live BOS
development tools. At the same time, UML modeling with Rational ROSE, and SQL
Server as the database management system, implements the party affairs information
system based on B/S structure of development.
The party affairs management system of the Revenue Department can realize the
information and the routing management. It provides great convenience for the party
propaganda and the party members' information management and other business and it
also regulates the party business process of the Revenue Department. To a large extent,
it will be improve the efficiency of the management of the party affairs.
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机上只要安装一个浏览器，如 Internet Explorer,服务器安装 SQL Server、Oracle、
MYSQL等数据库。浏览器通过Web Server 同数据库进行数据交互。图 2-1 为 B/S
的结构图。
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